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A holistic approach to health is based on the fact that physical, mental
and spiritual states are inter-related, and the patient - not an individual ,
whose one of the organs started to dysfunction , but a man who has
problems that need to be solved, taking into account the physical, mental
and social aspects. First of all, family doctors must observe holistic
principles, but they are not always able to adapt them in the clinica
practice.
One of the causes of this phenomenon - the influence of biomedical
viewpoint on the medical studies.
During the training time the undergraduate students are taught by a
narrow medical specialists, having only his field vision. Studying , the
human body is spread not only into individual organs, but all the organ
dysfunctions(diseases) are discussed in detail. Didactic teaching process
– at first single organ systems and structures, then - physiology, even
later - the disorder of functions and structures- form a passive thinking.
Later, in the clinical practice, it is important to relate’’ atypical’’ symptoms
of several organs into one unite. During the practice, students are
directly involved with patients with a variety of health problems, but not
with purified diagnosis or hypothesis, which simply have to be approved
or rejected. According to the nineteenth century theories raised by
Virchof and Koch , we are trained to gather all of these symptoms into
one conception to help clarify the cause of the disease . This is called a
causal way of thinking. The majority of diseases can be explained and
the treatments for them can be created. The results of the realization
of t he theories in the medicine practice were impressive. Average life
expectancy rose from 40 years in the Middle Ages up to 65-80 years
today.
The majority of previously incurable diseases now are treated
successfully. This decreased mortality, prolonged the life span, but the
society began to grow old, as the disabled and chronically ill people
are increasing. Currently, patients often complain of not one, but several
health problems which affect their physical, mental and social state.
Isolated in only one episode of the medical field, the decision does not
have the desired effect.
How to investigate a person as a whole?
Human health assessment use expensive and complex equipment,
needed professionals, , staff, hardware maintenance. New technologies
in medicine are created,, diagnostic tools are improved , but none of
them does not show a person as a whole, all body systems.

Usually one study is not sufficient to assess human health, to determine
which body systems and organs require further study. X-ray, ultrasound,
endoscopy studies, computed tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance
are done.
These investigations are carried out in medical centers and hospitals
The. studies require patients to wait. They are recorded in the queue.
However, what should the doctor, employed in the primary health care
chain, do when a rapid health assessment is required ? More detailed
investigations are not possible to be carried out.
The way out is. This is health state analysis by SBSA (health
spectrogram analysis), a method created by Grand Master E.J.
Eismontas of St. Casimir’s Order, which is described in this book. This is
a unique invention. No need for complex expensive medical equipment,
staff, patients need not be subjected by any intervention, the study is
brief, painless .To investigate the health state of SBSA method it is
sufficient to have a computer with an integrated special program, audio
converter, microphone, related knowledge to work with this method.
The analytical method of the health state is E.J .Eismontas’s long
and hard work result.
In the science division laboratories of St. Casimir’s Order during long
laboratory tests it was revealed what sounds or audio compounds
reflect the state of a particular human organ or part of the body .The
spectrograms of healthy people were created. The sounds :AU(OR). E,
R(ARE), ER,YEAH (O, I, A, E, JIE) were selected for the initial analysis.
W hen a man is saying sounds ,five lines are drawn on a computer
spectrograms . Each line represents the state of particular human
organs and systems .The lines are in a black and white .In the book
the lines of the spectrograms are presented in corresponding colours in
order the reader can understand it better.
While analyzing the state of the visible human organs, the presentation
of the system state analysis in the spectrograms ,the
people from 10 to 85 years were examined. After long years of studies
and their analysis,it was found in what lines the state of different body
parts or organs , disease symptoms are visible
In the initial assessment of the state of human health, other studies
could be carried out .
The sound AU(OR) (O) ( the first line) shows the human hip joint,
spinal condition. Assessment of spinal radiographs requires not one or
computed tomography analysis or MBR . And here it the harmless
test for the preliminary diagnosis is sufficient.

Sound E( I )( in the second line) –it is visible the unitary bladder,
uterus and cervix position, prostate, bowel status, liver function. At a
certain frequency spectrum it shows the amplitude of the liver function.
The sound R(ARE) (A) ( in the third line ) - heart condition , pancreas,
stomach condition is visible. In the spectrum of certain frequencies as in
liver ‘’line ‘’ some peculiar frequencies and their amplitude show
stomach function. Cardiac state assessment would require other
electrocardiogram and other functional research. For the research of
pancreas we need x-ray and etc. To evaluate the state of stomach the
endoscopic and x-ray tests are needed be carried out .For the
differential diagnosis between pancreas and gastric pathology health
SBSA analysis method is very appropriate.
The sound ER (E) ( the fourth line) - the thyroid condition is visible ,the
diffuse or nodal goitre and the ainflammation of the tonsils ,the
condition of vocal cords, trachea, bronchus, lungs is diagnosed.This is
the informative research of the respiratory system and endocrine study.
The sound YEAH(JIE) - ( the fifth line ) occiput brain ,the state of the
brain veins , traumas , tumorus are seen. This is particularly important in
patients’ recovering from injuries in the assessment of the dynamics of
health. It is essential that the pronounced human sound YEAH (JIE)
reflects human psychological condition. And this is a separate field of
medicine - neurology and psychiatry.
You can use EE ,EE ,AUM( YY,OM) instead of the combination of
YEAH( JIE). Using the sound EE,EE (YY) ,we will see it ‘’narrower’’
thanYEAH (JIE) .
The sound compounds like AUM,( OM )andOUM( AUM) are well
suitable for treatment.
SBSA method ,presented in the book ,is still improved.
Taking part in the unique E.J. Eismontas’s project of .St. Casimir’s
Order of scientific laboratories ,I compared the received data of patients
got by the method SBSA with available medical records extracted from
the performed ultrasound examinations, endoscopic studies, the X-ray,
computed tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance data. I and my
colleagues assessed the data, and we were persuaded that E.J.
Eismontas’s created SBSA method reflects not only the overall human
health, but we can see the state of separate systems. SBSA method
shows the direction more detailed investigations to be carried out.
Unique is the fact that this method provides the state of human central
nervous system .
The introduction of the Master E.J. Eismontas’s SBSA method into

the daily work of doctors in primary health care chain, it would be
possible to save money, which is not sufficient for the diagnosis and the
patients have to wait too long for an investigation. The time for patients’
testing would be shorter.
It is important to teach how to work with SBSA program .It is not easy to
perfectly master SBSA method and use in everyday work , the
experience is gained working in the field .I propose that the SBSA
program should be included into the training courses, starting from
medical school, to the university and postgraduate studies.
Ensuring adequate support of the Health Ministry of the Government ,
SBSA method would be introduced in kindergartens and schools, in
particular, regarding the student's posture , the progression of spinal
deformity. It would be a good investment in the Lithuanian people's
health.
In the future everyone using E.J. Eismontas’s program SBSA, could
record their health state and compare the health state changes during
the year.
This book is important not only for scientific purposes but also as a
perspective teaching device.
I am grateful to the Grand Master of St. Casimir’s Order Edward John
Eisimont for the possibility to participate in SBSA project.

The Head of the Health Department of St. Casimir’s Order
The Secretary of the Society of Surgeons in Vilnius
The member of Lithuanian Association of Music Therapy
SURGEON Rima Žemaitaitienė

I. Health state spectrographic analytical method SBSA

1. Introduction
Around us there are various types of vibrations. All this influences
human health. One of the vibration modes - sound (acoustic oscillations).
Sound is a moving pressure variation in the environment . Sound
spreads in the air and various gases, liquids, solids in specific speed.
Sound source is the most vibrant subject. Sound vibrations are
widespread in the environment, the spectrum of its use is very broad
.The use of the human voice is one of possibilities of practical
application .
Already in deep antiquity, in the various ancient peoples the sound
was used to treat and even to diagnose health problems. This was
done by pronouncing words or singing different sounds, same or their
compounds. Often, the human voice was combined musical instruments
(mostly different percussion instruments, drums) sounds. It is well known
for Miami, Incas, shamans of the North nations , Africa. The options of
the sound use were systemized in India and Tibet. According to the
human voice one or other ailment s were defined . Experienced folk
healers , shamans performed it with the investigation of movements,
smell of the ailing. Sound was used to treat the ailing overall energy
field by harmonizing it. There are numerous healing sounds in
Lithuanian folk songs, glees.
Acoustic oscillations have a high energy potential, they may be
carriers of information and energy. Using different-frequency acoustic
vibrations it is possible to monitor and physically assess the
environment, surrounding the object. For example, some of the animals
use echolocation for the orientation in the environment. The ultrasound
operates in a similar principle which is used in medicine ( to define the
limits of the organs, tumors ). Medical ultrasound is used in the treatment
- to crumble the stones of kidney, ureter ,bladder .
In recent decades, acoustic oscillations are widely used in military
equipment, intelligence service ,criminology. There are variety of

sounds and human speech recognition systems: sonographic method
(Voiceprint), phonetic-acoustic method, combined method , automatic
method, etc. [1]
Each of the organic structure itself emits acoustic vibrations. This is
the process of acoustic emission when the organic structure or
material varies in dynamic changes, emits acoustic waves. [2]
A variety of uses of the frequency of sound in contemporary medicine is
extended in the diagnosis of health state , treatment and prophylaxis.
Complex brain surgery is carried out by the help of the sound vibrations.

2. The review of analogical methods and prototypes
Diagnosing common human health, determining disease
symptoms, the following non-standard methods are used;
1. Telemetric diagnostic device and method for non-linear data analysis
(to test), which functions using computer equipment with a special
program installed. (Patent 2,142,826, Nesterov VI, 1996 06 11, the
Russian Federation. Registration Number. 2001610175, Moscow, 2001
02 16).
The device functions using the variable magnetic field modulation
principle. Bio indicators (detector) - phones fixed in the field of human
temples. The bioelectric selective activity of brain neurons is recorded
within static fluctuations. In the author's opinion of the invention , this
computer program processed neural activity reflect the human internal
organs and qualitative indicators (symptoms).
Drawback of the method; at the beginning of the diagnostic process,
an extensive survey of the patient (age, specific disease symptoms,
habits, etc.) is carried out .The data are recorded in the program. This
preliminary, subjective information is basically used in diagnostic
program for determining the final state of the patient's health. Detector
location (fixation) in the temple area is quite vague.
2. Hearing the features of individual sounds, which a patient
pronounces (Chinese U-sin diagnostic aspect , E. Gonikman), the
method is highly subjective and requires not only a lot of experience ,
but also the individual extrasensory abilities of the person who
diagnosis.
3. Acoustic diagnostic device is for diagnosing and checking sensory
abnormality, which is the primary cause of the disease. For this purpose
special equipment and program are created and installed. The device
consists of a sound generator, computer and sensor system.

During the examination the sound 70 Hz vibration is sent to human
from the generator by probe .The reflected acoustic wave is processed
by a computer program ,the data obtained are relatively compared to
human sensory information and with the functional accounts , existing
on computer data base.
(Inoue Kiyoshi, 1993 07 20th Patent No. JP5176924).
4 The top acoustic diagnostics of possible violations of hearing
organs. The method is for the pre-diagnostics of hearing organ damage
, avoiding the subjective side effects and increasing diagnostic accuracy
.In the method the limit of hearing a tone acoustic signal in the spectrum
1,2-kHz using 2-3 sec. length and 15-25db.when recording a
responsive motion reaction ,is analyzed.
This is the acoustic analog of local diagnostic purposes and it is only
applied for the diagnosis of a hearing organ. (patent A61 B 5 / 12 RU
1997 10 11, the inventor of Sergei Petrov, the Russian Federation)

3. Health state diagnostics using SBSA method
Diagnostic system SBSA (Health state spectrographic analysis)is
used to determine the overall state of health and some disease
symptoms. Diagnostics includes the main organs of the body (spine,
joints, brain, heart, lungs, throat, stomach, intestines, liver, pancreas,
prostate) and mental state. [3] The method allows identification of the
primary causes of morbidity, to explain the origins of pain.
During the diagnosis of human health and the determination of
disease symptoms, the amplitude characteristics of experimentally
selected human vocal sounds AU(OR),E, R(ARE), ER,YEAH (O, I, A, E,
JIE) are analyzed in the audio frequency band range from 160 Hz. to 15
000 Hz. For that purpose, computer equipment is used in adaptation of
a special program , the use of which in the investigation is limited to a
two-dimensional analysis of the selected frequency line.
It is known that everyone has the overall acoustic field. [4 ]Each
organ generates its characteristic acoustic oscillation frequencies.
For example:
Lungs - 2.8 - 4.5 Hz., brain - 20 - 30 Hz., spine - about 6 Hz. etc.
Human acoustic zones ,generated fields by basic human organs
and the physiological systems of functional processes in the interaction
with the physical-chemical environmental factors are recorded by
acoustic instruments of modern techniques. Modern science has shown
that the range of acoustic oscillations are not only accepted by hearing
receptors and analyzers, but also by all over the body cells.
Recently, genetic linguistic and mathematical linguistics techniques
found that the DNA nucleotide consistency and structure of the human
voice have the common roots and universal grammar. Soliton
chromosomal DNA field can be a wave conductor between the outer
code of the human voice and internal chromosomal set codes. [4]

Using the method of human voice analysis ,it is possible to determine
the overall health state. This makes it easier to perform a specialized
medical diagnostics . The human voice reflects his conscious state. [7]
Using specialized computer equipment, the specific vibrations of
human acoustic field are installed in a computer program . This is done
by using a microphone with a broad and maximally linear frequency
characteristics e.g EM - 280), high-quality voice converter when , a
person is clearly saying selected sounds. The researches of the
professor Ueshiba Morihei (Japan) were taken into account , who has
expanded and joined Chinese and Japanese sounds (semes), reflecting
the state of one or another organ , bio-resonance values.
Experimenting with doctors – professionals, after long tests, it was
found what sounds or sound combinations reflect the state of particular
organ or a part of human body. As it has already been mentioned, the
sounds AU(OR),E, R(ARE), ER,YEAH (O,I,A,E,JIE) were selected for
the primary analysis.
Instead of the a combination YEAH, EEEE, AUM (JIE, YY, OM) can
be used. However, after pronouncing sound "EEEE” (YY), the result in
much less information than the author’s used sound combination YEAH
(JIE). The author ‘s selected and used combination YEAH(JIE) reflects
not only brain physiological conditions, but also the psychological state
that is very important. Sound compounds AUM(OM ) likeOUM( AUM)
can be used in the treatment as severe bio –resonants. Pronouncing
words AU(OR), R(ARE), ER, YEAH (O, I,A,E,JIE),in the spectrogram ,
installed on your computer program , each sound line is recorded on a
scale of frequency (Figure 1).
AU,OR(O) – the first line
E( I) – the second line ,
R(ARE)(A) – the third line,
ER(E) - the fourth line,
YEAH(JIE) - the fifth line.
Studying the state of separate organ ,the sound compounds: HEREHA (CHE – HA) - heart, SIUI - liver, TSUI (CUI) - kidney,SEE (SY) lungs, etc.. are used.

For the purposes of the experimental comparisons, with the mentioned
sound record spectrograms of healthy people (Pic. 6)and the analysis
of patients’ morbidities, SBSA (health spectrographic analysis)
indications were finally approved consistent with the known diagnosis.
The patients of different ages (10 to 85) and sex were examined. After
seven years of research and data analysis ,it was identified in what lines
of their relevant amplitude scale it is possible to identify the state of
human body organs, disease symptoms The experience of the scientists,
working in this direction,was used. [5, 6]
Author's data base since 1999 accumulated over 3500 entries (main and
ancillary spectrograms showing the state of one or another organ ).
Using this method, studies, if the acoustical code * records at different
times and seasons, were made in other countries (Poland, Finland,
Estonia, Latvia) . Phenotypic tests were performed, too. E.g.a person,.
after having a dose of 50 gr. of relative alcohol, his "spectrographic
representation" changes after 5 minutes already as if it were of a
healthy human .
(Pic.10.1.).The first line does not change (the sound AU(OR)( O) ,in
which the cervical vertebra, the spinal state are visible). In particular,
the psychological state of the person ,being investigated , improves
(the fifth line, the sounds YEAH( JIE).
* This is a unique characteristic of every human sound derivative sum,
which enables to identify a person.
3.1 The results of SBSA method spectrogram analysis
The author's method SBSA main spectrograms of five major sounds
AU(OR),E,R(ARE),ER,YEAH (O, I, A, E, JIE) of a 45 year-old man
(Pic.1, 2, 3, 4, 5)are presented.
The overall health state and the state of separate organs of the
investigated person in the frequency range Hz. (vibrations per second)
and in the importance of actual AAS amplitudes are identified. These
are no t background spectrograms of a healthy human . Background
spectrograms are presented in 3.2.

The indications of the amplitude scale AAS in the spectrograms (the
expression of the changes) allows to identify the state of the whole
and individual organs.
In the spectrograms - Frequency Hz. which enables to determine in
which frequency range the changes of the health state are .
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

PIC.1. The first line. Sound AU,OR(O)
AAS in the scale of relevant amplitudes, and frequency spectrum (Pic.
1.)
from 700 to 1600 Hz. characterize the state of the human hip joints
(marked in red)
from 1600 to 2100 Hz. - Coccyx state (marked in blue )
from 2100 to 2700 Hz. – sacrum state (marked in orange)
from 2700 to 4200 Hz. –the state of lumbar spine vertebra (marked in
green)
from 4200 to 9500 Hz. –the state of thoracic spine part (marked in
yellow)
from 9500 to 14,500 Hz. - Spinal vertebra of the neck position (marked in
dark red color).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Figure 2. The second line. Sound E (I)
AAS in the scale of relevant amplitudes and frequency spectrum (Pic.
2.)
from 650 to 1700 Hz. - Urinary bladder condition (marked in brown
color)
from 1700 to 2000 Hz. - Cervical state (marked in red) (marked in blue
color)
from 2000 to 2700Hz.-womb,men-prostate state(marked in light blue)
from 2700 to 6000 - the intestinal condition (marked in yellow)
from 3700 to 3780 Hz .the state of caecum is visible in the frequency
spectrum .
from 4050 to 4150 Hz. - Duodenal state
from 6000 to 14 500 Hz. - Liver function (marked in green).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Figure 3. The third line. Sound R(ARE)(A)
AAS in the relevant amplitude scale and frequency spectrum (Pic. 3.)
from 4600 to 4900 Hz. - Heart (marked in green)
from 4900 to 5850 Hz. - Pancreas (marked in yellow)
from 5850 to 14,500 Hz. - Stomach (marked in light blue color).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic. 4. The fourth line. Sound ER(E)

AAS in the relevant amplitude scale and frequency spectrum (Pic. 4.)
from 300 to 6000 Hz. - Thyroid condition (marked in red)
300 - 1600 Hz. - Diffuse goitre
3500 - 6000 Hz. - Nodal goitre
from 7200 to 8100 Hz. - Tonsils (marked in orange)
from 8200 to 9000 Hz. - Vocal cords (marked in yellow)
from 9000 to 14 500 Hz. - Trachea, bronchi, lungs (marked in light blue
color).

 AAS

FrequencyHz.

Pic.5. Intheline. Sound YEAH (JIE)

AAS in the relevant amplitudes scale and frequency spectrum (Pic. 5.)
from 300 to 1400 Hz – occiput brain (marked in pink)
from 1400 to 5000 Hz. - Brain (in the spectrum the vascular state ,
injuries , the potential tumors are visible ). (Marked in orange)
from 6500 to 12 500 Hz. - Human psychological condition (nerve system
,sensitivity ,preferences ,inborn and later influenced vital state of
consciousness by a number of factors). Marked in brown [7].

3.2The phonic spectrograms of healthy people
SBSA method studies were conducted at Military Academy of
Lithuania and Vilnius airport. The results of the studies coincided with
health data of examined persons from health care institutions.
Pilots are characterized by a particular strong, stable neurological
state (sound JIE in the five line, pic.6.5 ). It is seen from 5000 to 11000
Hz. frequency. For the comparison, the spectrogram of depression sick
man is presented (Pic. 11).
The spectrogram of a healthy person (the 32-year
Lithuanian Military Academy)

officer V.L.

of

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.6.1The spectrogram of a healthy person (32-year officer(woman)
V.L. of Lithuanian Military Academy)
The first line. Sound AU,OR(O)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.6.2The second line . Sound E( I)

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

6.3The third line. Sound R(ARE)(A)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 
Pic.6.4.The fourth line .Sound ER(E)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 
Pic.6.5.The fifth line. Sound YEAH(JIE)
All the lines are not equal. Visible fluctuations are the expression of
generating acoustic vibrations of normally functioning separate human
organs or systems.The actual amplitude scale(AAS) never falls to 0.

The spectrogram of a healthy person ( 33-year pilot V.M.of Lithuanian
Commercial Aviation )
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.7.1.The spectrogram of a healthy person(33-year pilot V.M. of
Lithuanian Commercial Aviation )
The first line .Sound AU,OR(O)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.7.2.The second line Sound E( I)

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.7.3.The third line.Sound R(ARE)(A)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. .

Pic. 7.4.The fourth line .Sound ER(E)

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.7.5.The fifth line. Sound YEAH(JIE)
We can use the test results of the 33-year pilot V.M. of Lithuanian
Commercial Aviation as background.

3.3 The diagnostic test results carried out by SBSA method
SBSA method researches were carried out in 2006-2008 in the
laboratory of St. Casimir’s Order for people with various ailments.
These people have already been examined by traditional survey
methods in different medical institutions. The results , carried out by
SBSA method, coincided with the conclutions of medical documentation .
The spectrogram of 67 year- man L.K., presented in pic. 8.1 - 8.3 .

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic. 8.1.The spectrogram of patient L.K. (67 years) . The first line.
Sound AU,OR(O)
AAS in the relevant amplitude scale and frequency spectrum (Pic.8.1.)
a) the symptoms of thoratic spinal vertebral osteochondrosis (marked
in yellow)
b) the osteochondrosis of neck spine part (marked in red)
In the background example of such there are no clear deviation s from
the norm (Pic. 6.1)..

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.8.2.The second line .Sound E( I)
In the spectrogram (pic.8.2)it is identified;
a) changes in prostate(marked in blue).
b) disorder of liver function(marked in green).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.8.3.The third line. Sound R(ARE)(A
In the spectrogram (8.2)it is identified.
a) heart dysfunction (marked in green)
b)stomach function disorder (marked in blue)

The fourth and fifth lines of this patient are not presented ,because there
are no big deviations from the spectrograms of a healthy person.
The spectrograms of a 54-year old man K.D ,presented in pic.9.1-9.2.
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.9.1.The spectrogram of the patient K.D.(54).The second line.Sound E( I)

In the spectrogram(9.1)it is identified;
1 - changes in prostate (marked in blue )
2 - duodenal gut ulcer (marked in yellow)
3 - weak liver function( marked in green ).
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.9.2.The third line .Sound R (ARE)(A)
In the spectrogram (pic.9.2) the disorder of pancreas is identified
(marked in yellow)-1

3.4 The examples of specific spectrograms
The case of changeable indications under the influence of alcohol(10.1-10.2)
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.10.1.The fifth line .Sound YEAH (JIE).The spectrogram
using alcohol.

without

The tested patient is 43 ,having psychological problems.His nerve
system is in disorder ,the nerve sensitivity is increased.(pic.10.1)
It is marked 1 in the spectrogram .
 AAS

Frequency line Hz. 

Pic. 10.2.The fifth line YEAH(JIE). The spectrogram under the influence
of alcohol.

The recording is done after 5 min.of 50gr.alcohol drunk( pic.10.2)The
visible changes are temporary, after an hour the spectrographic
representation of SBSA program returns to the primary state.
The patient‘s state changes,too.
The characteristic spectrograms(the first line, sound O) ,recorded by
SBSA method, are presented of the people of different age.In the first
line the spine state is identified.(Pic.1.)

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.11.The spectrogram of a twelve-year boy. The first line. Sound
AU,OR (O)
In the spectrogram (Pic.11) the spine curvature (scoliosis) is identified
7000-8500 Hz.(marked 1),the symptoms of osteochodrosis in the neck
12000-15000 Hz.(marked 2).

 AAS

Frequency line Hz. 

Pic.12.The
AU,OR(O)

spectrogram of a37-year woman. The first line. Sound

In the spectrogram(pic.12) two spine hernias of
inter-vertebra gaps
(marked 1,2),osteochondrosis in the neck region (marked 3).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.13.The spine spectrogram of a 84-year man. The first line. Sound
AU,OR(O)
The spectrogram of a person , who has a healthy spine (pic.13 ).He
spent a long period of his life in exile in Siberia.
Recent researches show a very bad spine state of the youth ,even
children.

 AAS

Frequency line Hz. 

Pic.14.The spectrogram of a27-year youth. The first line.
Sound AU,OR(O)
A 27-year youth had trauma when exercising .In the spectrogram the
changes in lumbar spine
4500-5500Hz.are seen (marked1),the
symptoms of osteochondrosis 9400-15000 Hz.(marked 2).
Later the testing of nuclear magnetic resonance was done ,which
proved it.

Pic.15.The nuclear magnetic resonance testing of a 27-year youth.

4.The review of SBSA method.
Using the SBSA method it is possible to expeditiously establish the
common state of human health ,being tested.. The study sequence is
as follows: the patient must say AU(OR),E,R(ARE),ER,YEAH (O, I, A, E,
JIE) sounds. In the 1 - 3 sections the information, received from
numerous studies in the presence of doctors. There were more than 600
people of different ages and different sexes who were examined. The
human health state ,diagnosed by this method , coincides with the
already widely used in medical diagnostics (ultrasound, X-ray, computed
tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc.). results obtained by the
equipment.
Using the basic sounds of the method ,used in the equipment – in the
computer indications the patient's general mental state is determined..
If it is necessary to more accurately diagnose the state of the separate
organ , sounds or their combinations are used. These are CHE, CHU,
SIUI, SY, CUI, etc. The method is particularly suitable for co-diagnosis of
the spine as well as investigating a psychological state of the nervous
system.
Other potential applications:
Medicine - a rapid initial clinical examination,
education system - preventive examination.
SBSA method of periodic monitoring of children's health state dynamics
can provide many (especially the spine) diseases.
Compiling the database in digital media, after some time , you can use
the acoustic source data for the needs of further investigation and
human health promotion by the author’s ASK method.
SBSA aircraft method serves for the reliable pilot health inspection
before the flight.
SBSA drawbacks:
a) a precise and detailed diagnosis of the health status requires highly
skilled specialist

b) the program is still being improved. Not in all lines the importance of
visible indications are examined and identified. Eg.it is not possible to
determine the state of the blood circulatory system.

Principle SBSA possible errors:
The indications of t he spectrograms of SBSA method recorded after a
lot of testing in 15 - 20% range.
In the identified indications the error varies in the relevant t amplitude
scale and frequency spectrum.
The accuracy of AAS indications in SBSA spectrograms is determined
by the the clarity and strength of the pronounced sound.
The frequency, their range, enabling identification of an organ is not
more than in 10% range.
Error is caused by the individuality of investigative.

II. The spectrogram of the possibilities to regenerate health
state by ASK method
Sound healing properties of modern medicine are based on the
transcendental value of human sounds, and they are examined in
detail in many parts of scientific work [1]. The author, having examined
various experience studies, creates the method of health state
regeneration possibilities ASK (RHC regeneration health code).
After the patient's health state survey of diagnostic methods SBSA,
acoustic source data are recorded to the computer storage medium (the
patient having pronounced the above sounds). In this respect, using
specialized programs, it is possible to create regenerative code.
Using the method of SBSA spectrogram data, precise sound
frequencies and characteristics of amplitudes AAS are set, which enable
to evaluate the health problems. Subsequently, the patient's acoustic
record is restored to the background of normal human form (Picture 2).
The author’s (57m.) health spectrograms of the method in 2007
(Pic. 1 - 8.2) are presented. Coccyx was repeatedly bent; lumbar spine
disc hernia appeared when he bent to raise a large weight. Various
procedures, massages have been done to the author during 17 years.
But it helped briefly.
 Relevant amplitude scale AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.16. The first line. The Sound AU,OR(O)

In (Pic.16) the health problems are clearly visible. It is described in the
presentation of SBSA method 3.1 "The analysis of SBSA method
spectrogram results.’’ Recorded curve (relevant amplitude scale AAS)
changes are the expression of the patient's pronounced sound O.
It is identified in this spectrogram and the relevant amplitude scale
AAS and frequency band Hz:
- Coccyx problem ( in the spectrogram shown 1)
- Lumbar spine disc hernia (spectrogram - 2)
- Osteochondrosis in the neck (spectrogram - 3)
The identified health problems in the entry indications of vectors AAS
and Frequency Hz are restored to the expression of the regulatory
background. ( With the help of specialized programs ,the patient’s audio
recording, in this case, the changes of the sound "O" are visible on the
scale of relevant amplitudes i.e. within fixed frequency limits the sound
spectrum amplitude of summary and broken sound is restored to the
background, normal human terms. The restored entry of each sound is
individual .The record (O sound) is still checked by SBSA program. All
this is done several times until a required result is got.
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Picture 17. The spectrogram of the created regenerative acoustic
code.
The first line. Sound AU,OR(O)
In the spectrogram there are no profound decreases in the relevant
amplitude scale AAS. (Picture 17).

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Picture 18. SBSA method spectrogram, recorded after the regeneration.
The first line.
Sound AU,OR(O)
Using the method, the entry is restored to the background rate of the
studio features by specially designed music, selecting or creating the
sounds that achieve the maximum positive effects in the accompanying
tonic and summary sounding. [2, 3]
The results of the method of two months of listening to records in the
morning and evening, from 15 to 18 minutes. (Pic 3). Excellent feeling.
Health problems, identified in Pic 1, passed.

Pic.18.1. The author's sound AU,OR(O) (the first line of the method
SBSA) three-dimensional spectrogram untiI the application of the
regenerative ASK method

Pic. 18.2. The author's sound AU,OR(O) (the first line of the method
SBSA) three-dimensional spectrogram after the application of the
regenerative method [2].
The author’s recordings of the sounds I,A,E,JIE until regeneration and
after the application of the method ASK.
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Frequency kHz. 

Pic.19.1. The second line.The sound E( I) until regeneration.
In the spectrogram (Pic.5.1.) - The gall bladder disorder (marked 2), the
weaker liver function 7000 - 15 000 Hz. (marked 3).

 AAS

Frequency kHz. 

Pic.19.2. The second line. The sound E( I) after the regeneration.
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Frequency Hz. 

Pic.20.1 The third line. The sound R(ARE)(A) until regeneration.
In the spectrogram ( Pic.6.1.) - Pancreatic disorder from 4700 to 5300
Hz. (marked 1), and gastritis from 9200 to 15,000 Hz. (spectrogram - 2)
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Frequency Hz. 

Pic.20.2. The third line. The sound R(ARE)(A) after the regeneration.
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.21.1. The fourth line. The sound ER(E) until regeneration.
In the spectrogram (Pic.7.1) Mild health problems recorded..
 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.21.2. The fourth line. The sound ER (E) after the regeneration.
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Frequency Hz. 

Pic.22.1. The fifth line. YEAH(JIE) sound until regeneration.
In the spectrogram (Pic.8.1.) – Disorder in the occipital part of the head
is from 700 to 2000 Hz. (marked - 1), sleep disturbance 12000 - 15 000
Hz. (marked - 2).
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Pic.22.2.The fifth line. The sound YEAH(JIE) after the regeneration..
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Pic.23.1. Patient’s E. M. (24 years) spectrogram in the second line .The
sound E (I)
In this spectrogram (Pic.9.1.) AAS is identified in the scale of relevant
amplitude and frequency band Hz;
-Unitary bladder disorder (marked 1)
- Gall bladder disorder (marked 2)
- Liver disorder (marked 3)

 AAS

Frequency Hz. 

Pic.23.2. Patient’s E. M. sound E( I) spectrogram after the application of
the ASK method.

The additions to ASK method
To obtain faster health result, it is possible to use water, prepared
for this purpose.
It is known that water (in the groups of atoms and molecules,
molecules, connected by hydrogen links - clusters; small, consisting of
52 molecules and large, consisting of 512 molecules of compounds) may
collect information. The polarization angle of hydrogen electrons of water
atom is 104, 25 degrees. Changing the water state (freezing, and then
thawed), changing content structure, it is possible to change the
information code of water [3].
The combination of the patient’s reconstructed acoustic code and
special musical expression( or modified for the patient’s condition) are
used for regeneration. This is done in the laboratory, using special
equipment to monitor the audio spectrum, volume and time [4].

The fragment of the water structure exchange process can be seen in
picture of the laboratory of the Order of St.Casimir.

During the experiment, the water is used in the morning by patients,
drinking 1 litre.
Once a day the dynamics of health state is monitored by SBSA method.
This is done for two months until the identified results in the spectrogram
are of normal human condition. After this course the patients feel good.
The results are good.
It is important to have a record of acoustic code, because it, like all
human, changes over time.
For example –having a record, done by SBSA method, a human of thirty
years old, after several years, having felt bad, the previous record for
healing can be used in assembling with other healing sounds or music.
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